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People are different in nature

"Do you know what astonishes me most in the 
world? The inability of force to create anything. In the 

long run, the sword is always beaten by the spirit." 
Napoleon Bonaparte
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How do I know if I am living in Stillness or not? 


Most people see Stillness as a difficult attainment. It’s not. It is neither difficult nor an 
attainment. Wherever it is that you are, you are in fact already harmonious, you just may not 
know it. Nothing new is to be added and nothing is to be discarded; you are as perfect as 
possible, RIGHT NOW. It is not that you are going to be perfect sometime in the future; it is not 
that you have to do something arduous to be yourself. It is not the journey to some other point 
somewhere else; you are not going somewhere else. You are already there. That which is to 
be obtained is already attained. This idea must go deep, only then will you be able to 
understand why such simple techniques can help.

You just have to become more of what you were meant to become. Born as a seed, your true 
nature is revealed when you have flowered. You have come to complete growth, an inner 
growth, to the inner end. Now this will contradict the ideal that we must aspire to be the best 
we can or that we must continually evolve in order to find ourselves. In this concept of finding 
your “True Nature” you aspire to be complete. That means totally content, comfortable with 
who you are, inspired by a purpose larger than ourselves and connected to the vitality of life. 
At this point we can totally surrender and become what is described as living our True Nature. 

Whatever this means, the ultimate experience is to be in total contentment, to want absolutely 
nothing. To desire nothing. To be totally content with yourself. Then there is nothing lacking; 
there is no desire, no movement. And then from this place all actions are taken with purity. 
Then whatever you touch, whatever you are doing or not doing -- even just existing -- is a peak 
experience. You are alive and that is enough. Then growth can occur in Stillness with nature.

If you are not perfect already then there is no possibility, there is no way that you can become 
perfect. The whole situation is totally the opposite of searching for identity; you are already that 
which you want to attain. That is why simple techniques can help. It is not an attainment, but 
the discovery. It is hidden, and it is hidden in very, very, small things.

Personas are just like clothes. Your body is here, it is hidden in clothes. In the same way your 
inner truth is here, hidden in certain clothes. These clothes are your ego-personality. You can 
be buck naked right here and now, and in the same way you can be naked in your True Nature 
right here and now also. But if you do not know what clothes are covering your true nature, it is 
impossible to take them off. If you do not know how you are hidden in those clothes, you will 
not know how to be naked. We have been in these ego clothes for so long, covering our true 
inspired nature for years and years and years, so we have even forgotten that we are in 
clothes -- we become so identified with our ideas, our beliefs and our achievements, that we 
don’t even recognise them as clothes. You might think these things; ideas, possessions, 
religions and relationships are you. And that is the only barrier to your inspired nature.

For example, you hear about some treasure, and you think you know where people have 
hidden it. And the grass has grown and trees have grown all around and then you have no way 
of understanding where that treasure is. The place doesn’t look like it does on the map. Then 
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you begin looking for it all over the place, you search high and low and you dig at all the 
ground and you become like a crazy person, going to retreats, hunting and hunting for the 
precious treasure. You know that you can be wealthy when you find it, but it is hidden in a 
place and now you can’t remember where. And then one day when you finally give up 
searching, after all the ground has been completely uncovered you realise that the real 
treasure was not somewhere to be found. It was in your pocket.

It is the same with your True Nature; it is a hidden treasure. The more you search for it, the 
harder it gets to find. It cannot be in the future because the future, tomorrow, never comes. 
You are the treasure that you are looking for. Your judgments against yourself disguise the 
treasure. Your beliefs about what is good and bad about others and yourself are the clothes 
that cover the treasure. This treasure is your inner peace, your freedom, your joy, your 
contentment, your focus, and your concentration.

So, there is a certain relaxed calm that descends over a person who has found their True 
Nature. The inner power, the heart, gives a radiance; a constant showering of love and 
inspiration seems to come from them. There is a silent power surrounding them. When a 
person has found Stillness within – it is a personal spirituality, they have become content with 
themselves and their energy becomes infectious. Just as negativity can be infectious so the 
positive energy of an inspired person can become infectious. We know this as leadership and 
radiance. But it is not leadership of the mind or intellect; it is leadership of the True Nature, the 
Soul, the human spirit.
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LIVING TRUTH – THREE KEYS 
TO STILLNESS

Living from Stillness, means to find your centre. To hold that centre no matter whether you are 
thinking in the head or feeling in the heart, the centre stays strong. That means achieving 
great inspiration but still having a firm grip on reality, grounded. That centre is never missing. 

For the centred person everything becomes sacred, beautiful, and whole. Whatever he or she 
is doing, no matter what it is, they focus their mind and take full mindfulness. Nothing is trivial. 
They will not say, “this is small and this is large.” This is important and this is unimportant, no, 
for them everything holds the same weight. A self-actualised person, a balanced, centred 
person, feels in Stillness with everything. You can feel it in their touch. The great doctors and 
healers of our time have been known for the power of their touch, the softness of the 
disposition and the power of the concentration.

A person who is centred is the same, no matter who they are with, or where they are. They 
have the same inner quality. When meeting a beggar they are not different from meeting a 
King. When on stage they are identical to offstage. When alone they are no different then 
when they are with friends. This is the mark of a person who has uncovered their True Nature; 
they are centred, completely natural. There is no need to pretend, there is no act to present. 
They practice between performances. Falsehood has no place in their life because the centre 
is the axis around which they live their life. This includes handling discomfort and pain. Can 
you imagine being centred enough to welcome pain with the same loving kindness as you 
welcome pleasure? This is real Stillness.

The second key to Stillness is that the person remains balanced. Their life is balance. They 
are never one-sided, they never make a stand, they are never righteous because they 
understand that everything in this world is built in duality and therefore to stand on one side or 
the other breeds imbalance. A person who is imbalanced will have significant swings of 
emotion from infatuation to resentment, elation to depression, and attraction to repulsion. They 
may overeat and then starve. These same people, imbalanced, find extremes attractive and 
this is the source of their disharmony. 

Balanced living is neither excess nor deficiency. Neither overeating nor under eating. Never 
too much, never too little. The result of balanced living is obvious. A balanced person will be at 
ease. Whatever the situation, their relaxed attitude will not be lost. Unconditionally, the lack of 
tension will stay. A person who is balanced is always at ease. Even if the death of a loved one 
comes, and there is grief, they will be at ease: they will receive death as they receive birth. If 
misery comes they will receive it as they receive joy. Whatever happens it cannot dislodge this 
person from their place. This relaxed attitude, this ease is a consequence of being balanced.
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When the Buddha was dying he asked his followers “why are you weeping? If you would have 
wept on another day it would have been okay, but this is the last day. Why are you weeping? 
Do not waste your time in weeping. Treat this day as any other day.”

The third key to Stillness is the lack of tension. Lack of tension is one of the great witnesses to 
the self-actualised person. They are at ease, they do not get stressed under any circumstance 
and take all of life in their stride. Their mood changes for nothing. Nothing disturbs them; 
nothing dislocates them from their home in their heart, their centeredness. To such a person 
you cannot add anything. You cannot take anything away, you cannot add anything, they are 
fulfilled. Their every breath is a fulfilled breath, silent and blissful they need nothing within. This 
is the ultimate freedom for everything this person will do they will do out of love, kindness and 
commitment. There is no hunger, no desperation, and no fear.

Buddha said, “I sit in order to be silent, but sometimes this is too easy, so I walk. But when I 
walk I carry the same silence within me. I sit, and inside it is the same -- silent. I walk, the 
inside and outside are the same -- silent” This is the model of a person who has found their 
True Nature.

We’re not talking here about a partial flowering. The great mystics of our time Jesus, Buddha 
Mohammed, Abraham, they were in their True Nature – totally actualised. If they had 
dedicated their lives to music then they would have been great musicians too. But their gift 
was in Spiritual-actualisation; they were in love in all circumstances. They were not 
commercial poets, but their words were poetry, they were not musicians but their message 
was music of the greatest kind. They were not trying to be specialists but were allowing 
themselves to simply be their True Nature and allow the beauty of their gifts to flow through 
their being. You can do this too.

We are not concerned with partial success, or partial growth, we’re concerned with total being. 
You can be centred, you can be grounded, and you can be balanced - always in the middle 
without effort. As a result you will be at ease at ease with the universe, at home, in relationship 
and the many things that follow. You will have desire to contribute from within, from your total 
contentment. You will feel satisfied and comfortable before you leave for work rather than as a 
result of it. You will not become happier from a win than a loss. A gentleness will descend over 
your disposition. 

The joy of life will be fulfilled for you when you live from your True Nature, because you will 
understand that you are already fulfilled before you act. Then the world simply becomes a 
playground in which the differing circumstances of your life come and go. You may decide to 
change location because you don’t like where you are, but this is not in order to make you feel 
better, inside, you already feel great. Instead it is in order to manifest a different external world 
out of playful investment, contribution and higher purpose. It is like sitting for dinner with a full 
stomach. There is no appetite but still sitting at the dinner table is a wonderful way to share 
time with great friends. 
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The average person lives on the superficial level of life, out of balance and in their head. Their 
energy is all above their shoulders or way below their navel. You know it when you meet this 
energy, you can feel it. When you first notice a person the first place you look at them, is 
where their energy sits. 

Happiness can never been known on the surface. We may eat sugar or drink alcohol or dance 
but unless this happiness is felt deeply then in the morning there is no sense of it. The whole 
of life in all its beautiful diversity can only be known from this place of our True Nature. Living 
on the surface then only lukewarm life is possible. It’s a great quote that “everybody dies, but 
not everybody lives.” An inauthentic life is a shallow life. It is lived out of balance where high 
fluctuations of emotional disturbance permeate every event. One drama to the next. It 
becomes a daily routine of emotional turbulence of high and low, tension and surrender. This is 
a very unfulfilling existence although on the surface it may look rich and dramatic. It is shallow 
and in this heart and mind, there is no rest. For this person their interactions become 
inauthentic because they have not really lived in their true nature. All they have done is danced 
up and down all day giving the impression of life. 

Personal Stillness leads to an authentic life, which can become invested in an authentic 
relationship, and anything that is authentic, is beautiful.

Summary.

1. We must separate the inner world from the outer for Stillness.

2. The inner world cannot be satisfied by dogma, philosophy or materiality.

3. The outer world seeks things in the pursuit of the inner quest of the soul.

4. Nothing of the senses ever satisfied the soul. 

5. Until beauty can be felt it is not harmonious.

6.  Beauty exists in all things, events and people.

7.  Peace of mind, health of the body are the external testaments to Stillness.

8.  Disharmony is the breakdown between human thought and natural law. The fight can never 
be won.
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STILLNESS IN THE MIND

Now we present the refinement of our thought process to focus on those thoughts that are 
productive as the key to creating our own reality. Thoughts of an turbulent nature create 
destructive realities (fear, shame, guilt, anger, greed) and thoughts of a harmonious nature 
create constructive realities (love, care, gratitude, kindness, humility).

Tao de Jing says, "be as kind as a grandmother; as dignified 
as a king." 

"There are many planes of existence and the material one is on the surface. On this plane we 
may choose to live out most of our life and so a great journey takes place here. However, 
there is no security in the world of materialsHuman security cannot be achieved through 
bondage or materiality. Often we become trapped in the transient consciousness of the 
material realm, hoping that the formality and structure of such a realm can appease hunger for 
Stillness we carry within. Security cannot be found like this. The material realm is the smallest 
drop in the great ocean of life. Absolutely nothing can keep an individual from exploring and 
discovering that great ocean.”

We must come to accept the power that each human being holds in their mind. The power of 
thought is greater than many of us have imagined. When people are unaware they are blind to 
the secrets of life. They live a life as a drunk would, dodging obstacles and stepping on things. 
They do not know what they are doing, either to themselves, or others.

We need to get to know our mind, totally, and honestly. That process begins as we shake free 
of our ego, to know what’s real and what’s false. Our ego (identity and beliefs), drives us, 
motivates us, get’s us into and out of trouble; ego is what we defend when we feel judged or 
criticised. Ego is the platform from which we measure and decide about life. Ego is, for the 
most part constructed from our experiences, our environmental conditioning or education. 

Therefore, this ego is a collection of erroneous facts that, through conditioning, or experience 
have been adopted as personal truth. But they are far from the real truth; they are just our 
truth. Our ego is inherited when we are born and gets passed on when we die. It is built on 
perception rather than fact and, because it drives emotion, is the cause of all human suffering. 
Consequently, if we don’t rise beyond the ego, we do not begin to feel the Stillness for which 
we were born.
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Thoughts travel through walls where no feelings pass.


A silent communication exists between people. Every thought that has once crossed the mind, 
every feeling that passes through one’s heart, every word that is once spoken and perhaps 
never thought of again, and every action once committed and forgotten, is given a place, a life, 
and it continues to live on afterward. Once given birth to, every thought, word, action or feeling 
takes on a life of its own. When we express a thought, the action takes only a moment, but the 
resonance lasts forever.

If a little pebble thrown into the sea and stirs the water, it is hard to comprehend the extent to 
which this ripple travels. Even a great ocean is influenced by a single stone. We may not be 
conscious of it, but a single ripple, given the right conditions, has the potential to build into a 
huge tidal wave. What we can see are only the tiny immediate circles that the pebble 
produces, but the vibration, which it produced in the sea, reaches much further than we can 
ever imagine. 

Similarly, the universe is like a sea; it is a sea made of the finest fluid. It ripples, flows and 
transports thought waves to infinite places. Our ears do not hear it and our minds do not know 
it, but it occurs just the same. Like a radio transmission, signals are sent, of course if no radio 
is listening, or they are tuned to other frequencies, the signal is not heard, but it exists and 
impacts the whole of existence.

Our thoughts affect everything and so we have a responsibility not only to those around us, but 
to ourselves. What we contribute to the creation of this earth is not limited by the material 
wealth we can offer; it extends to the very thoughts, feelings and the visions that we hold. 
Therefore, when a person emotionally matures, they begin to feel the deeper responsibilities to 
the world around them, and it is from this moment that a person truly begins their real life.

Mental disharmony is reflected in the world as greed, anger, violence, jealousy, and deceit, to 
list a few. While Compassion, love, kindness and generosity have been noted as some of 
those that come from Stillness. 

Knowing this, we are invited to become responsible for considering the Stillness of every 
thought we think, and for every feeling that passes through our mind and heart. There is never 
one moment of our life that is wasted, for life is not just a random existence. If we knew how to 
direct our thoughts accurately, how to express our words with clarity, how to communicate 
effectively with our movements, how to live with integrity between thought and action, we could 
create a perfect, harmonious atmosphere in our life, and those around us. 

Stillness is beauty. 


Stillness is not only an internal experience it is also recognised externally, through the senses. 
Stillness is beauty. A thing is deemed beautiful only when its parts are in Stillness. The world is 
called beautiful because everything acts in conformity with nature’s laws; it returns to a certain 
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known, it is acting according to its own nature. We call this True Nature for the Earth; the 
natural rhythm of life and it is the alignment with this True Nature that resonates within us. We 
find it when we are on track, doing what we love. All beauty is therefore an expression of 
Stillness, and is automatically recognised by our inner being.

In this way we cannot be fooled. There are many people and places which attempt to fake 
Stillness, to decorate the façade of beauty, they look great and smell great, they feel great and 
act great, but they lack real beauty because they lack Stillness. This cannot pass the measure 
of our instinct because in our true nature there is true knowing. People may be filled with 
knowledge of life even spiritual realms but if there is no Stillness within them, then all that 
knowledge is useless.

Not only people but also things are affected by Stillness or its lack. Thoughts that go into 
something multiply its effect a thousand fold. The emotional state we are in when we write a 
letter is worth more than all the words combined. The positive thoughts filling the mind while 
we cook are more important to our nourishment than the origin and source of the food itself.

The love and care we invest in writing a story, painting a picture or composing a song, is all 
much more vital than the work itself. Hence, we can expand our thoughts even further to 
consider how our conscious and subconscious thoughts will affect our own bodies, and 
potentially that of the people we work with and the person we sleep next to. Continuously 
plagued with negative thoughts, or living with little gratitude, our bodies will start to reveal the 
truth of any toxic inner dialogue, leading eventually to physical disease. Most of our disease 
comes from our mind.

Harmonics of like minds.


There is another interesting aspect in studying Stillness, and this is that “every mind attracts 
and reflects thoughts of its own kind”. Just as the soil of a certain earthly region may attract 
flowers of a particular variety to grow while repelling a certain type of weed.

Like is attracted to like. The mind develops a certain character, and the thought pictures of that 
particular character appeal to like minds. For example, if a thief goes to a city, they will 
certainly encounter another thief while going about their daily tasks. They recognize each 
other at once and enjoy similar environments. As soon as their glances meet, a 
communication will be established, because their thoughts are alike. 

There is not one moment when the thought pictures of our character are not present, and so it 
wields incredible power over people. All of life is a picture in mind form; those pictures in the 
minds of others that are alike with our pictures are called attractive. This is the basis for most 
sexual, material and social attraction. A hungry person in need of approval will attract a person 
of like mind. One will give - the other receives - but the giver is needy and eventually reveals 
their own appetite. Such is the dynamic of lust.
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It is important to distinguish that thoughts do not have to be materialised for a results to occur. 
They may be purely vibrational in form, but they exist as pictures, dreams, ideas, attitudes, 
memories long forgotten, consciousness, interests and imaginations. It is said that even before 
two people meet they know each other’s mind on a subconscious level. Then they work to 
meet on the physical, and experience the reality in the manifestation of those vibrating forms. 

It is no different to suggesting that the soul, or its projection, enters the body at birth based on 
a vibration of consciousness of the parents, and then lives to experience the materialisation of 
that consciousness. 

Higher thinking minds, with higher thoughts will always attract minds with higher thoughts. An 
ordinary mind is attracted toward ordinary thoughts. For instance, a person who has a habit of 
criticising people will most often open their ears to the criticism of others, because this is the 
subject which interests them. Indeed, their level of comfort is found there. A person entrenched 
in negative thinking cannot resist the temptation of hearing negativity of another person 
because this is most near to their heart. What is most profound is that they also think like this 
toward themselves. There is no escaping that what we do unto others, we always do unto 
ourselves, Therefore, if we are complimentary and compassionate to others, we breed this 
toward ourselves. 

When thoughts are expressed to a person who has no experience of that thought, (they do not 
exist within the mind of that person), they tend to go ignored or unnoticed. Thoughts that are 
not already in the heart do not resonate on the same vibration, and therefore fall away. The 
heart of this individual takes no pleasure in receiving these thoughts, as it will discard anything 
that is not harmonious. This gives rise to the concept that no one can do to you more than you 
do to yourself. No one can criticise you more or compliment you more than you. Therefore, the 
mind world is our kingdom, our property, our future, and our destiny. Whatever we sow, we 
reap. It begins with mastery over thought.
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STILLNESS AT WORK
What humans call happiness and comfort, profit and gain (which is all some long for and wish 
to attain), is Stillness. An object may be attained by either good or bad methods, yet still be 
obtained. But it is the way in which one attains that object that defines life as harmonious or 
not. Is not the object that is bad or good, it is the way in which one adopts or attains it that 
leaves an imprint on its form. All manner of dark force can obtain the object, but the darkness 
of it can never be removed. Disharmony is a virus that attaches to both the doer and the 
achievement. No one, no matter what their life looks like on the surface, can over come the 
darkness (karma) of their action. Greed and cruelty are toxins to the human heart and all 
suffering caused by it, comes back to haunt us. 

Success in business is not absolutely dependent on Stillness, but sustainable success is. 
Correct decisions, dealing with people, clear communication, intuition and analysis all work to 
their highest degree when there is integrity that comes from Stillness - good intent.

Stay joyful
A blind drive for achievement makes all the beauty around us turn to heaviness in our minds, 
bodies, and hearts. This pulls life and heart down-to-earth, and by that, everything becomes 
limited. When Stillness is gone all sense of fun and play is gone. The child within has no room 
to breathe, tension mounts and humour is lost. We often try to achieve without the essential 
rhythm of Stillness. Ignorance can build assets but it cannot sustain them. Wealth can build a 
fortress but how does it feel to live there? Ironically, there is no need to expend such energy, 
because success, wealth and abundance are the natural principles of a harmonious life. To 
flow with nature’s laws, you can have both abundance and Stillness - they are intrinsically 
connected. 

Offices Stillness and products
Colour impacts thought. Mess impacts thought. Open plan offices are a curse to the deeper 
psychic levels of mind. Disturbance is not just audible. Witnessing aggressive individuals one 
does not have to speak to them to be affected. Depression is the same. Pictures on wall and 
many other symbolic icons create an ambience, which can be psychically disturbing or 
positively conducive to deep, creative inspirational work.

Ultimately, harmonics appeal to a unique part of the mind. The environment in an office can 
create or destroy Stillness. For example, red walls excite a person and will make them inclined 
to fight. A striking colour will give you an argumentative environment. Bright white torments the 
mind. Black sedates it. Green opens us and blue is creative and expansive. This is a whole life 
science and one that is vital to harmonious environments. 
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Products reflect the mindset of the people who make them. Consider the manufacturer of 
ships and planes and other methods of transportation that are used daily. Who makes these 
vehicles? Who knows what suffering or internal struggles existed in the minds of those who 
built the Titanic? Was there a peacemaker amongst them, coaching them to keep a certain 
rhythm of mind while making the great ship? Were the individuals who handled each and 
every beam distracted and impatient, or were they living in Stillness and presence? Everything 
that is made carries an influence in it. If a vehicle is made with thought that is contrary to what 
is required for it to run smoothly, then surely it will show in mechanical failure or bad luck. 

In short, there is thought attached to all things prepared either by an individual or by a 
multitude, and that thought must give and cause results.

Products – secret meaning
Our current lifestyles do not foster an appreciation for the energy and love put into products, 
and we carelessly purchase items without much thought. There was a time, in both Eastern 
and Western countries, when people would spend significant amounts of time preparing 
clothes, incorporating ritual and tradition in the process of creating a garment. Now an article 
can be easily bought at a shop and many people don’t consider where or by whom it is made: 
whether it was made grudgingly or with grumbling. If a garment is made with love and 
affection, then the owner will feel supported in their pursuits while they wear the clothing. This 
is a powerful communication without form.

When shopping, hold an item, close your eyes, and trust that instinct. When you have to ask, 
“should I or shouldn’t I buy this?” You know your heart is closed to it. Its true value is 
worthless. If on the other hand you are obsessed by it, then your judgement is impaired; you 
are blinded. Objects have an energy, a harmonic. 

When you buy them, inherit them or receive and give them, you inherit the energy of the giver, 
the maker the creator of the thing. Be mindful where something has come from.

Writing.

Before writing any communication be conscious to become thankful. In this state the most 
accurate message will be conveyed. 

In writing a letter, the author may sometimes mask the true meaning, yet the letter conveys all 
the messages that have not been written. People say that emails are easy to misinterpret, but I 
don’t think so. I think people really feel the energy behind an email, careless or loving, 
appreciation or criticism flows through the system and people react. 

Words written with living thoughts behind them will have a far greater effect than a thousand 
pages of dry, well written literature. Have you ever “heard” a letter speaking? It is not simply 
what is written on the paper, a letter brings the person who wrote it to life. You can decipher 
the mood they were in, their pleasure, their displeasure, their joy and their sorrow. A letter 
carries the vibration of thought and feeling, as do all forms of communication. And it is this 
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vibration that can again surface long after the words and content of the communication have 
lost their meaning.

There are written words that emanate the vibration of their authors. Some of these great texts 
are the Koran, the Bible, the Darma, the Bhagavagita and more. The words in these books 
express a greater message than the words that are written. It is what is found between the 
lines that speak to us. The messages will grow and spread into your being and evolve you. 
They will touch you deep in your core and you will know it. 

The power that lies in a book is not only in reading the words but the energy that surrounds 
them. In New York there is a Library called The JP Morgan Library. It is an awe-inspiring 
library, filled with hundreds of antique bibles that are stored in racks. The power of the space 
not only comes from Morgan himself, and how he has created such a mystical, powerful 
space, but from the books and their own secret energy from thousands of years gone by.

Brands and names
Names have a psychic effect upon their owners and even upon their surroundings. The sacred 
names of God, the holy names of the prophets and saints, are written according to the law of 
their numerical value. And by the combination of such names, written or repeated in certain 
numerical form, wonders are performed. 

The meaning of a name has great influence upon its possessor as well as upon others. From 
the sound of the letter and the word they compose, the mystic can understand much about the 
fate of a person. For example, vowels play a great part in the name and its influence. “E” and 
“I” are the feminine qualities of grace, wisdom, beauty and receptivity. “O” and “U” denote 
masculine qualities of power and expression. “A”, sits between the masculine and feminine, it 
is the centre, the core around which all spoken words revolve. Thus vowels, in the composition 
of a name, also have an effect according to their place within the name Their placement 
serves to create a rhythm and rhythm has a meaning all of it’s own.

Rhythm will also create meaning in the way in which a name begins and how it ends, whether 
evenly or unevenly. The rhythm of the name suggests the main thing in life balance or its lack 
thereof. Lack of balance is a deficiency in character, and causes adversity in life.

Many people have changed their lives by changing their names.

For example the Christian name has greater influence than the surname, as the effect of the 
name is proportional to its frequency of use. Shortened names such as Bill for William will 
lessen the effect of the name. The names given by the parents have a double effect, that of 
the name itself and that of the will of the one who gave it. There are many instances where a 
change of name has brought an entire change to a person’s life.

The effect that a person’s name has on them has a great deal to do with his or her life. The 
vibration of a name permeates the mind-body connection and sinks deeply into the 
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consciousness. If this is so, then what effect does every word that one speaks in each day of a 
full lifetime have upon our surroundings and us?
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THINGS 
We have spoken at length about Stillness and dealt with the inner environment. Now we must 
look to the outer because it is equally important. Stillness shows itself in objects and places. 
There are many ancient places where one can discover engraved stones, woods carved with 
artistic designs, or some symbolic representation of an ancient people’s prayers. I have found 
such places while trekking in the mountains of Nepal, where one finds miles of Mani stones, 
engraved over thousands of years by a people steeped in their commitment to prayer.

A person who is blessed with the gift of intuition can read these vibrations. Outwardly, things 
may appear solid, but inwardly they are a narrow continual record, a talking record that is 
always expressing what is written within it, where it has been, and the energy that has 
surrounded it. No traveller with an attunement to their intuition will deny the fact that in lands of 
ancient traditions, you will experience numerous places which sing aloud the legends of their 
past.

The same experience can be found in the atmosphere of trees in the forest. They also express 
the past and the ancient impressions that have been given to them by those who sat amongst 
them. Often, people have superstitions about a tree being haunted, especially in the East. In 
truth, someone who has lived there or taken shelter under the tree has created a vibration, 
consciously or unconsciously. Their ponderings, thoughts or feelings have been absorbed into 
the tree and the tree’s vibration expresses it. The tree is still repeating the thought that has 
been passed on to it. The tree can express the voice that has spoken to it with more clarity 
because it is a pure, uncontaminated container.

In those countries where people once travelled long distances by foot through the forests and 
took shelter under certain trees, such trees are rich in messages and questions. Many 
aboriginal cultures adhere to this system of communication, seeking answers from the wisdom 
of the trees or even rocks. With highly developed intuitive faculties, they will hear the 
messages more clearly than if they had heard them from a living person.

Art–Objects – Things carrying a deep impact
In a creative work of art there also exists a perceptible feeling that comes from it, of it, 
independent of the skill required to produce the piece and the ideas it conveys to us. In every 
picture, in every statue, in every artistic construction, one can hear the voice within the piece, 
telling the story of its purpose, the workings of the mind of the artist, and the reason for its 
creation. Sometimes an artist is unaware of their purpose for creating their work, they may be 
just following their imagination. There may be a result that contradicts their desired image, or 
there may be a product that tells a greater message than what they were aware of during its 
creation.
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A friend once took me to see paintings made by his wife. When I saw them I was able to read 
the whole history of her life. It was obvious that his wife had experienced severe depression 
and was living outside her body. The pain of her story was expressed in the vibrations of those 
paintings. As much as the paintings expressed angelic pictures of the life ever after, a fine 
thread of sadness and depression weaved itself through the pictures. Whoever now owns 
those paintings will surely feel the vibration of a life not fully lived. You can see this not by 
looking with your eyes, because eyes are blind to feeling, you can see it with your heart. 
Consciously or unconsciously –the energy of these paintings will permeate the life of their 
owner. They may admire their purchase, boast at the investment, yet, their life, and lives of 
their family who share the environment of this art will be affected regardless.

Animals absorb the vibrations of their owner
Communication can be found among animals as well. Pets absorb thought and feeling through 
their contact with their owners, humankind. Those who know horses are very particular in 
buying one, which has good vibrations (apart from considering its health and breed). Often a 
horse of very good breed and perfectly sound health can be unlucky. The reason for this is that 
the disposition of its former rider will have been left in the energy of the animal, leaving its 
influence on the heart of the horse. Perhaps the personality of the person will change, but the 
horse will express behaviours indicative of the time spent with its previous owner. 

Stillness of design - space
Be mindful of design elements that are not harmonious. A staircase in the wrong place, a chair, 
a table doors placed in wrong areas break the harmonics, mathematics of space. The Ancient 
Greeks were fanatical about proportion defining love as symmetry, proportion and order.

The Greek mysteries included in their doctrines the magnificent concept of the relationship 
existing between Stillness and form applied to elements. Architecture, for example, was 
considered comparable to musical notes, or as having a musical counterpart. Consequently 
when a building was erected in which a number of these elements were combined, the 
structure was then likened to a musical chord, which was harmonic when it fully satisfied the 
mathematical requirements of harmonic intervals. The realisation of this analogy between 
sound and form led Goethe to declare that “architecture is crystallised music.”

In constructing their temples of initiation, the early priests frequently demonstrated their 
superior knowledge of the principles underlying harmonics. A considerable part of the mystery 
rituals consisted of invocations and intonements, in special sound chambers. A word 
whispered in one of these compartments was so intensified that the reverberations made the 
entire building sway and be filled with a deafening roar. The very wood and stone used in the 
erection of the sacred buildings eventually became so thoroughly permeated with the sound 
vibrations of these religious ceremonies that when struck they would reproduce the same 
tones revealing that Stillness becomes impressed into substances through ritual.
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Surround yourself with Stillness
Surround yourself with a home, a place, of business, furniture, literature, music, art, people, 
various articles, conditions and atmospheres all things that conform with the idea and that tend 
to keep the perfection in mind and exercise a silent influence in agreement upon mind and 
body.

Create an environment of love, acceptance and intensity. Build joy and abundance. Create 
sacred space in all areas in which you create your life. Home office, wherever. These 
environments secretly speak to you, they create the future. Therefore, the arrangement of 
furniture, the placement of mirrors, vases, walls and doors, all must be done in the context of 
Stillness. Each piece has its vibration. It’s keynote. And the combination of symmetry 
proportion and order of the space and the furniture and fittings creates the harmonic of a 
space.

Be Aware of the history of the home or office you live in. Past trauma and ill will can infest a 
home or office. Sometimes for the life of that place. Be ware of the Real Estate Sales person 
who offers the idea of a makeover to change the feel of a place. It is usually deeper than that.

Artefacts
There is a trend to transport ancient artefacts from one culture to the next and sell these as 
home decorations. I strongly advise to be careful what you buy, because owning some of 
these religious artefacts is like drinking poison. Items of religious significance stolen from their 
home become dark shadows in the home of the innocent buyer. Rarely do artefacts of 
significant heritage leave their origin with the permission of the ancient owners – you cannot 
be too careful about the level of psychic influence.

The thought that accompanies an object is a vibration of free energy, a life energy. The 
vibrations passed into an object are neither audible nor visible; they are only perceptible by 
feeling. You may wonder to what they are perceptible? They become perceptible to the 
inquisition. This is not to say that one who lacks intuition cannot perceive such vibrations, 
rather, they will do so unconsciously.

Gifts
Stillness exists in all things. Inside every object hides a thought and this thought becomes the 
message –irrespective of the nature of the object. The message in-turn will find its home. For 
example, the flowers one takes to a patient in the hospital can convey our healing thoughts. 
The patient will receive whatever messages we passed along each time they look at the 
flowers. Therefore every little thing given and taken in love, with a harmonious and good 
thought, has a greater value than the object itself. It becomes evident to us then, that it is not 
simply the everyday tasks of our life to hold and create material value, but also to focus on the 
source of our motivation, our thoughts and our integrity. It is our thoughts that are projected 
into the world, through the creations that hold our energy. We can choose to pass on negative 
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destructive thoughts or harmonious, constructive thoughts. When we are mindful of the 
Stillness of our thinking and therefore our creations, at all times, then we can watch our work 
become a thousand times greater in effect and value.

Music that heals
Many ancient Greeks were known to have used harmonics, through music, to cure disease. 
Pythagoras himself cured many ailments of the spirit, soul and body and mind. Having certain 
specially prepared musical compositions played in the presence of the sufferer or by 
personally reciting short selections from such early poets as Hesiod and Homer. In their 
university at Crotona it was customary for the Pythagoreans to open and close the day with 
songs -- those in the morning calculated to clear the mind from sleep and inspire the activities 
of the day; those in the evening were of modes soothing, relaxing and conducive to rest.

“Having once established Stillness as an exact science, Pythagoras applied his newly found 
law of harmonic intervals to all the phenomena of nature, even going so far as to demonstrate 
the harmonic relationship of the planets, constellations, and elements to each other. 
Pythagoras concluded that the laws of Stillness were determined, not by the sense 
perceptions of the human body, but by reason and mathematics. Then he totally recognized 
the profound effect of music upon the senses and emotions, he did not hesitate to use 
Stillness to influence the mind and the body with what he termed, “musical medicine”. A good 
example is the story of a young man who, with broken heart, decided to burn the house of his 
unfaithful girlfriend. A flutist was playing a fast and excited tune nearby, which, in Pythagoras 
eyes was exciting the young man's frenzy. Pythagoras asked the flutist to change the music to 
reflect harmonics, slow and rhythmic music and with this the young man abandoned his frenzy 
and returned home.”

Plato depreciated the notion that music was intended solely to create cheerful and agreeable 
emotions, maintaining rather “it should evoke a love of all that is noble, a rejection of all that is 
mean, and that nothing could be more strongly influence man’s innermost feelings and melody, 
than Stillness and rhythm.”

The Greek initiates also recognized a fundamental relationship between the individual, the 
heavens, and Stillness. They used the seven sacred vowels, and so words became sacred. 
Pythagoreans believed that “everything which existed had a voice and all creatures were 
eternally singing the praise of the creator. Man fails to hear these divine melodies because he 
is enmeshed in the illusion of material existence (mind). When he liberates himself from the 
bondage of the lower world with its sense limitations, the music of the spheres will again be 
audible as it was in the golden age. Stillness recognizes Stillness, and when the human soul 
regains its true state it will not only hear the celestial choir but will also join with it in an 
everlasting anthem of praise to that eternal good.”
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Language
Every word we speak and every syllable we hear has an affect upon the body through the 
power of their vibration. For thousands of years, medicine relied on the concepts of vibration 
found inside and outside the body to determine wellness and cure disease. This technique 
was lost over time, but there has been an increasingly growing awareness of the healing 
power of vibrations.

Not only do words greatly affect the body, but they also affect the mind. For instance, if a 
person is called “foolish” time and time again, they will, eventually, become foolish. If we call a 
simple person wise, in time they will become wise. A child, who grows up hearing judgment 
and being told they are incapable, comes to believe that as truth. On the other hand, a child 
who makes mistakes and is encouraged to keep trying, affirmed for small victories, learns to 
take risks and set high goals. 

A person who speaks about their illness nourishes their illness by speaking about it. It is sad to 
hear people speak like this, because their perceived reality is far from the truth. The emotional 
perceptions we have invade our reality and become the illusions we begin to believe. 
Subconscious thought (which determines our attitude) and conscious awareness play an 
equally important role in the development and unfolding of our lives.

Each word we speak is accompanied by another world. This hidden world both reflects, and 
manifests, its outcome. A person who is insincere can mask such a message with their choice 
of words, but the insincerity is revealed on a different level. The vibration and inclination of the 
voice will secretly betray any lies or falsehoods. We are given the clear message of a lie but 
the person behind the mask is the one who suffers.

In truth, it is not the word itself that is so powerful, but the feeling and vibration that the word 
creates. Some words attract power, some bring release from difficulties, and some give 
courage and strength. There are simple words and there are secret words that are more 
powerful still. When a person in need of peace and rest uses words that bring courage and 
strength, they will become even more restless. Words with negative, angry and bitter tones, if 
spoken enough, can affect the physiological make up of the body. In contrast, certain songs, 
poems, and speeches, whether by intent or by circumstance, have become renowned in the 
healing process for helping people. Grief can be released and soothed with the uttering of 
specific words. 

It is not always what we say, but how we feel it, how we express it, and what power is hidden 
behind our expression. Two people might speak the same truth, yet one is believable while the 
other is not. What is the difference? It is the vibration that is different. The individual’s personal 
story is different, therefore their beliefs are different, and their thinking is different. One has 
conviction the other is repeating knowledge.

The atmosphere contains the power of our thoughts. People admire cool self-possessed 
presentation; they dislike active nervous people who try to carry everything before them as a 
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storm. Coolness allows us to be most powerful by allowing us to think more rapidly, carrying 
more intensity and concentration in thought. The harmonious person proceeds easily. Words 
are well chosen, spoken carefully, the audience listens, the language is interesting, it shows 
thought, care in preparation and belief in its declarations. 
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STILLNESS - BEYOND TENSION
People search for Stillness for many reasons. But the most basic one is to be free of the tension. 

Infinite volumes of spiritual literature can be reduced to a few simple choices in life. Either to be 
consumed by tensions, or to rise above them. It is really that simple. Tensions that consume our life 
are bondage. They lead us to live a reactionary existence and represent our inability to immerse 
ourselves in life with integrity. 

In everyday life we act out our choices. The depth of our commitment to our Stillness shows in 
many ways. We demonstrate the reality of our own motivations through our interactions with other 
people and through the quality of the environment we create. It is important for us to understand 
this so that we can look at ourselves in a realistic way and begin to make our choices, with 
consciousness. 

Understand that how you deal with tensions, yours and others is really the fulcrum point. It is the 
daily articulation of your understanding of service, of love and respect. It is a practical and powerful 
expression of real love and respect to take the tensions, both your own and others, and to deal with 
them. As you cultivate this love and respect you are developing a powerful self-mastery, which you 
articulate in your genuine capacity to serve other human beings. Finally, it is a no jive, no frills down 
to earth, real life expression that you can do every single day. In this effort of consuming tensions 
lie the nourishment and the fuel necessary for the total transformation that you ask for: personally 
and globally. 

We have this opportunity to choose many times each day. We can make the effort to be open and 
to live with a genuine love and respect for ourselves and for others; we can choose to see all our 
inner effort as an investment in the quality of our outer life. We can choose this or we can let 
ourselves be consumed by doubts, fears, judgments, anger, worries and insecurities. You have to 
choose your outcome carefully. Instead of being consumed by tension you can instead open 
yourself and feel the flow of that energy pass through you and you grow as a result. Then you 
become free, free of all the biological, psychological, and emotional restrictions that endlessly limit 
human beings to an unfortunately stupid and harsh existence.

This is habitual conditioning and it is what truly keeps us from living our true nature. So much of it is 
unconscious and socialised: The hunger for wealth, the fear of death, the fear of loneliness, the 
sense of insignificance. These are socialised responses to normal life. So we have choices. Listen 
to the ego and therefore identity and operate in fear and uncertainty or follow the heart and operate 
without reason but with security.

To live with self-awareness is not just meditating: although this can release tensions and reactions. 
It is really about becoming aware of the essence of your own life, and then beginning to live from 
that essence, whether you’re walking, riding the subways, working in your job, or something else. 
Personal Stillness comes from being aware of that essence at all times. Then whether you’re sitting 
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still or moving around is irrelevant. You wont need a special place – environment in order to have 
that experience. You will have expended the experience of all the techniques into your whole life, 
and made your whole life itself an act of meditation.

Find and secure daily stillness – Mind - Body - Spirit
"Quiet the mind means to isolate the mind. Still the mind means to go somewhere deeper. Quiet 
the mind is vulnerable. It is the surface of the lake always ready for something to disturb its 
surface. Still the mind means to dive beneath the surface of the lake. Where surface ripples do not 
disturb the stillness."

All we need to do is find a way of being still in the world so that even if the sun rose in the west 
instead of the East we would still follow the same path.

The robber entered the house of the monk. It was early morning and the monk was sitting in 
meditation. The monk saw the robber as he lifted a priceless vase from the shelf. The monk, 
frightened the robber and said “sir, please be careful with the vase when you take it, you know it is 
very valuable.” When the robber, holding tight to his sword moved closer, the monk said “if you are 
looking for money, it’s in the jar over there, but please leave the five notes for my taxes tomorrow.” 
Puzzled and grateful the robber left, with vase and money well hidden. Next day, everybody in the 
village was in turmoil because many people were also robbed that night. Then someone noticed 
that the priceless vase was missing from the monk’s hearth, they went into shock. “Oh no, the 
precious vase is stolen” The monk replied calmly, “No, no, I wasn’t robbed.” “No, last night I gave 
the vase to a stranger, along with some money, he thanked me and left. He was pleasant enough 
fellow, but a little careless with his sword.” 

“The resolution is to be without disturbance to my own mind or to the repulsion of others to do this 
one thing splendidly, satisfactorily- a determination to achieve the support of others through 
attraction to achieve my desire.”

Nervous tension – Kills Stillness
Disharmony and exhaustion occurs when vital energy is thrown away by the erratic action of the 
nervous system. Emotion, stress and nervous tension are the greatest leakage of personal life 
force known to mankind. No physician, no medicine, no drugs, pills or electric treatments have 
been able to stop leakage of personal life force and the loss of vitality caused by excess emotional 
tension, nervous tension and stress.

Stillness can be acquired. And it is an attractive force. It is simply achieved by breaking the habits of 
the body, regulating thoughts, steadiness of the eye and calming the mind. (Emotional stability) Add 
techniques of breathing and graceful, steady poise and you have created magnetic attraction of the 
highest order. 
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Disharmony is one of the greatest causes of loss of vitality, and is a repelling energy. It is reflected 
in the person who is uneasy, fidgety, squirming or in any other way addicted to irritated activity. 
Restlessness is bad a habit. It is the cause of lost vitality, lost concentration, lost focus, lost clarity 
and is the primary generator of mental diseases such as depression. Steadiness is an art that 
should be taught to children. The harmonious and attractive person is not restless and is magnetic 
to others.

Self control – Mindful action – Sustains Stillness within
Freedom from restlessness is not stiffness or fixed position. Relaxation is the basis of ease, polish 
and grace. There is a power in correct relaxation and it is certainly not slough or laziness.

Uncontrolled bodily movements such as the frequent change of position, the moving of arms, legs, 
hands, fingers, eyelids, mouth, face muscles and various twitching, jerkiness indicate chronic 
nervous energy waste. This is when muscular energy is runaway without purpose and without 
control. Preventing physical leakage paves the way for new and life giving vitality. Steadiness is a 
habit. To bring poise into your life and relationship, become observant to all unnecessary motion 
you make and reduce your movements. Self-mastery inspires confidence in others, thus increasing 
success. Powerful people are deep. The stronger the feelings, the less should be their outward 
evidence.

The fidgeter makes you uneasy. You'll have no confidence in a person who fidgets. Restless 
people make all around uneasy. Restless people cannot become magnetic.

Fidgeting. Especially with the fingers, tapping, scratching, moving around, odd movements of the 
arms and fingers reveal an unconscious deterioration in presence and vitality. This also applies 
to feet swinging under the table or tapping on the floor. Fingers feet hands feet drumming are all 
reflections of leakage in vitality.

Posture. Sitting position, slouching in a chair, head resting in the hands, leaning back, lounging, 
shoulders hunched, spine compressed. Short breathing is a negative habit that invites mouth 
open breathing and this is injurious to health. Sighing induces depression and sadness – both 
demagnetise the body.

Nervous reaction is a construction of the mind. Nervous shock drives out more vital energy than 
can be stored in days of steady behaviour. Sudden starts affect the whole body or a part of it. 
Trembling, like unsteady movements, reflect weakness of nerves and mind. Halting speech 
sucks energy. One in 200 people talk without halting. The cure for this is to speak smoothly by 
direction of the will. Rapid talk also drains energy, as excess talk does. Nervous exhaustion is 
the penalty of the person who talks too much and too fast. 

Mental health a powerful key to Stillness and vitality
Disharmony in life occurs primarily because of worry. Examine your speech for negative terms, look 
to your creative output for opportunities to improve.
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Physicians say that more vitality is lost, and most people die from mental stress, worry. Worry 
lessens the energy of every part of the body - mind, nervous system, the functions of the organs, 
the power of digestion, the power of accurate thinking, the respiration and the circulation. The most 
dangerous and the most prolific cause of nervous breakdown is worry. Worry is a mental disease 
that is like a cancer. Melancholy is also caused by worry. 

When your mind is calm you feel in control. Peace of mind builds personal power. When your mind 
is calm and your body is relaxed, your immune system and therefore your health is at a peak. 
When you honour your body, it is in a relaxed and alert state so that focus and concentration are 
possible. You will radiate that vibrancy and vitality that attracts the investment of other people in 
your purpose and vision. Clarity and certainty will be reflected in your appearance and speech. 

"If you have less energy at the end of the day than at the beginning, you’ve got bad stress."

 

Beyond inner conflict - Reconnecting the heart and mind
"Whatever makes a person more valuable to himself will make him more valuable to others. 
Personal improvement lifts the individual up through thoughts, ideas, impulses and by keeping the 
company of inspired souls. From this habit of looking onward and upward, comes the spirit of 
initiative. It is an amazing training, always looking for ways of betterment. It is valuable in any area 
of your life."

How can I relax if I am always comparing the way I am to some confused ideal? If I feel bad and 
yet hold the belief that I should not feel bad, then I feel doubly bad. 

We create patterns, devices, to help us avoid confronting our beliefs. We create, ideals, self-image. 
I have witnessed the journey of many young people who commit suicide because of the 
contradiction between the reality of their life and their self-image. This self-image comes from 
knowledge. This knowledge is rarely the knowledge of truth but some belief system that has been 
handed to them through experience, observation or education. 

Our responses can be divided into two groups, wise and unwise, or skilful or unskillful.

The unwise group – emanate from the “lower self” they experience as fear, hatred aversion, greed, 
attachment, hate, doubt, and jealousy. When we are in this mode we are in reaction to the world. 
These are strategies of aversion, fear, protection, and they lead to unhappiness because each has 
an opposite.

The wise group emanate from the “higher self”: love, wisdom, joy, equanimity, and confidence. 
They are natural states that do not result from knowledge or experience. The training is an 
openness that goes beyond the lower sense of our self. 
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Unhealthy response is: Grasping mind
Built on insufficiency, the “if only” mind which works on the premise that “If only I had that – and if 
only I had this” – all would be OK. This wanting mind, wanting to be filled. Always looking at the 
world to see what they want. Always thinking – what else do I want tomorrow. The result is a sad 
and painful existence.

Unhealthy response is: Aversion mind
Built on resistance push away, the judge and avoidance mind. It’s always looking for what’s wrong, 
looking to negate. Always looking at the world to see what they don’t want. Always thinking – “what 
don’t I like about this.” It’s a sad and painful existence.

Unhealthy response is: Delusion
Always confused, what should I do, what’s this all about mind. This person is always dragging their 
feet, always uncertain. This mind always has too many options, too many choices, fear rules it. This 
mind is always looking at the world waiting for the right answer hoping something or someone will 
know or guide them. Always thinking, panic, and anxiety – it’s a sad and painful existence.

Unhealthy response is: Fear mind
Drives a sense of smallness and therefore generate strategies for safety in life. These unskillful 
strategies for life are ways that have been taught, learned or borrowed from others; the person with 
the grasping mind says get more, more and more to be safe. The person with the aversion mind 
says -- resist it and it will be safe. The person with the deluded mind, says ignore it, ignore it, stay 
uncommitted and it will be safe. But none are true. 
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CONCLUSIONS
"A Monk once said – I don’t understand the west you don’t want what you have – and you want 
what you don’t have. Why not change it. Why not want what you have and don’t want what you 
don’t have. Then you can be happy. How do we come to peace with life, including its challenges?”

I hope this book shared some of the answers to put you on the right track.
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